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Higold relies on the top quality to promote the business development, and the top 

quality is achieved by the people and the management system. First of all, people 

are the manufacturers of products. Only excellent employees can produce top quality 

products. Secondly, the management system, especailly for quality management, is an 

effective guarantee for standardized and large-scale production of products. Therefore, 

the company will only grow when its employees grow, and the growth of individual 

employees is fundamentally consistent with the development direction of the company. 

Innovation is the eternal source of the company's development. In order to expand the 

enterprise living space, in order to open up more broad development for individuals, 

we need to be full of passion, maintain the source power of innovation, improve work 

efficiency, improve the quality of work, keeping surpass ourselves always.

In the background of a company who has the core competitiveness by improving 

the management innovation and the process reengineering comprehensively and 

who has enough opportunities and space for sustainable development and strives to 

create a level playing field, as long as you think and work hard, learn modestly and keep 

improving, you will be evaluated fairly eventually. More important thing, this learning 

mindset itself is a key to success.

Team work spirit and strong professionalism are the source of the inexhaustible strength 

for a company. You will obtain better play and achieve greater achievements only when 

you integrate your talents into a team. Based on the premise of a common goal and 

overall image, the company advocates the development of individuality and provides 

broad development space for employees. To win, you must first win yourself. We Only 

can surpass ourselves and our rivals by continuous learning and self-reflection. "Change" 

is our eternal theme, of course, "change" is also an experiment, whatever successes 

or failures, we will accommodate them with a broad mind. Standing at the starting line 

of the new century, let's arm ourselves with a new idea and inherit the essence of our 

advantageous culture. Let’s extend the organization culture idea which is more beneficial 

to the enterprise development, and Let’s build the dream team of the new century.

Finally, as a representative of the company's executives, what I care more about is the 

feelings of employees and whether they can grow and acheive their personal dreams 

in our company. At the same time, I sincerely thank you for what you have done for the 

company and your efforts as a member of this team, I wish you a happy work in the 

future!

As a member of Higold, I am very happy to spend a good 

period of my life to work with you.

-- Ou Jinfeng, chairman of Higold Group
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CLAUDIO BELLINI® vasca

You will  feel asleep cradled in the arms of VASCA collection. It 

takes inspiration from the long summer days, when you are so 

tired that the only thing you would do is to be rocked by the light 

of the moon. The weavings of the furnitures' structure remind 

you of the cord of an hammock childhood. It leaves in your soul 

the sensation of light-heartedness, well-being and levity, perfect 

mix at the end of a demanding day. Its rounded shapes and soft 

cushions convey a harmony and sense of calm. The wooden 

parts bring back a warm and gentle atmosphere.

CLAUDIO BELLINI® is a Milan based multidisciplinary design 

studio founded by Claudio Bellini is built on an open-minded and 

innovative perspective, respectful to design heritage, specialized 

in product, furniture, and interior design since 1996. Integrating 

different disciplines gives the studio the privilege to provide 

long-term consultancy to clients by advising on graphic design, 

architecture, CMF, and brand identity.

Studio’s capability of analyzing the complex dynamics of 

foreign markets has led CLAUDIO BELLINI® design studio to be 

recognized all around the world as one of the most influential 

European design practices.

Today, the studio continues evolving by enhancing the creativity 

with the support of a talented multinational team through their 

complementary skills.
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Oval wrapped configuration and colorful weaving for a comfortable and 

transparent summer time.
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You will feel asleep cradled in the arms of VASCA collection. It takes inspiration from 

the long summer days, when you are so tired that the only thing you would do is to be 

rocked by the light of the moon.
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Size：655x675x770mm

301511

Dining Chair

Size：2030x700x300(940)mm

301551

Sun Lounge

Outdoor Furniture Collection 

Size：830x2305x715mm

301541 

Three-seater Sofa

Size：830x1615x715mm

301531

Double Sofa

Size：2200x1000x750mm

301571

Dining Table

Size：1200x700x400mm

301581

Coffee Table

Size：830x935x715mm

301521

Single Sofa

vasca

Size：545x545x705mm

301598

Flower Basket

Size：545x545x445mm

301599

Flower Basket

Size：935x1060x760mm Size：935x955x1130mm

301525

Rocking chair

301526

Bar chair

Size：800x940x540mm

301591

Hanging basket

Vasca Combinations 

vasca

301530 301540

301510 301520

301550
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